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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a m ultiagent user interface arch itecture  is designed for the Next 
G eneration Geographic Inform ation System (N G G IS) which supports the  follow­
ing advanced features: m ultip le users, m ultiple views, direct m anipulation , dis­
tribu tion . and intelligence. In this arch itecture, agent is a basic functional unit. 
Agents cooperate w ith each o ther by exchanging messages. The User is ju s t a 
special agent who com m unicates w ith any o ther agents. The ShowCase and its 
cooperative agents are specialized to  present the  geographic objects in different 
views. T he W orkshop and its cooperative agents provide a com plete interface to 
allow the user to  m an ipu la te  the  GIS objects directly. The M onitor is special­
ized to  enforce the  sem antic  constrains and control the  system  consistency. The 
Interaction Expert in terp re ts  m ultim edia user input and generates m ultim edia 
o u tp u t by driving o ther agents. T he Selector is a cooperative agent of both W ork­
shop and ShowCase which allows users to select geographic objects w ith specific 
constrain ts.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 In tro d u ctio n
In m any applications, Inform ation System s are being used increasingly as a m eans 
to  m anage, retrieve and store the  large quantities of d a ta  which are difficult to 
handle m anually. Geographic Information System s(GISs) focus on spatial d a ta  
handling as well as non-spatial da ta . These system s require a range of techniques 
known collectively as geographic inform ation processing.
GISs which are based on database  system s allow the  m anipu lation , storage, 
retrieval and analysis of large volum e of geographic data . In such a system , the 
database  describes a  collection of geographic objects. Each geographic object can 
be generally classified as belonging to  a  particu lar en tity  class such as city, road, 
lake, etc. T he objects are described by their associated aspatial a ttr ib u tes  as well 
as their spatial a ttribu tes .
GISs are on the way of becom ing the focus of engineering, in particu lar of the 
en tire  realm  of com puter-in tegrated  design. For exam ple, the  urban developm ent 
industry  has recognized the  central role the com puter aided design GIS plays for 
th e  design of urban com m unities while geological centers have recognized the  need 
of ea rth  resource analysis system s for tracking changes in the  environm ent based 
on hum an-m ade and n a tu ra l events. In the later case, the  inform ation required to 
represent these changes and the  im pact of these changes m ust be represented so 
th a t  the  ea rth  resource analyst can query for relevant inform ation on the  particu lar
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geographic area, feature or tim e-period and perform  an analysis based on the 
resulting inform ation.
T he explosion of in terest in such specialized advanced application environm ents 
in the last few years has led to  a proliferation of com m ercially available geographic 
inform ation system s. In the 80s, the evolution of the  geographic inform ation sys­
tem  technology was m ainly characterized by the relational database management  
systems( RDMSs).
The relational model of the  existing GIS provides an excellent m eans of storing 
the  a ttr ib u te  data. Originally, RDM Ss don’t support b inary  data types. W ithout 
the  binary datatypes, relational databases had to resort to  separate  nonrelational 
GIS databases. Establishing effective links between the  a ttr ib u te  d a ta  and geo­
graphical d a ta  has been a significant task. Furtherm ore, m ain tain ing  the accuracy 
of these links in changing environm ents is a complex task. Currently, m ost of 
RDM Ss provide the facilities to  support the binary data types which allow the 
graphics of the geographic d a ta  to  be stored in the same row as the  a ttr ib u te  data. 
However, in terp re ta tion  of inform ation w ithin the b inary data types is out of the 
capabilities of RDMSs. Therefore, a  new technology is essential where this in ter­
p reta tion  can be coded and stored as a part of the  d a ta  object. T he conclusion is 
th a t an object-oriented database can provide the solution to  th is problem .
Therefore, the Next Generation Geographic Information System (NG G lS)  [4] 
has been to ta lly  based on the  object-oriented database such th a t it can deal with 
the  diversity of inform ation which includes scanned photos and forms, digitized 
voice, holographic images, 2D and 3D structu red  geographic objects and any other 
objects th a t can be digitized and stored in a com puter system .
As well as ob ject-orien tation , the NGGIS has also in tegrated  some m ore ad­
vanced technologies which are temporal model and deductive model. It has been
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argued [7] th a t the geographic inform ation is time-specific as well as space-specific, 
and therefore the historical inform ation in GIS is very im portan t. In tegrating the 
tem poral model in the NGGIS will increase the power of the  system . The deduc­
tive m odel assists in m aking the  best-fit decision, and therefore tends to be very- 
dem anding also.
The user interface is a  vital elem ent of any GISs which should be powerful 
and friendly enough to allow the  user effectively com m unicate with diverse GIS 
databases. Because the  linguistic approach is well understood by the com puter sci­
en tists , m ost of the  user interfaces of the existing GISs are based on the m onolithic 
sequential linguistic approach [16, 17, 18]. B ut this type of arch itecture  doesn’t 
focus on “in terac tiv ity” , neither support m ultiple user environm ent, nor provides 
poor local sem antic feedback. Therefore, a new arch itectu re  is introduced in this 
thesis. Based on this arch itecture , a m ultiagent user interface architecture  is 
designed for the Next G eneration Geographic Inform ation System  by incorporating 
the  latest advanced user interface techniques.
1.2 T h esis  O rgan iza tion
T he rem ainder of this chapter defines term inology th a t  are used throughout this 
thesis, discusses the  software engineering principles th a t underlie the GIS user 
interface design , and describes the goals of this thesis.
C hapter 2 isolates the  lim ita tions of the existing GISs and briefly describes 
the  NGGIS system  architecture. C hapter 3 discusses works by others which are 
rela ted  to  the design and the  im plem entation of the NGGIS user interface. C hap ter 
4 introduces the m ultiagent user interface arch itecture  for th e  NGGIS and provides 
an overview of the design and the basic concepts of the  arch itecture . C hapter 5 
describes a pro to type im plem entation of the arch itectu re  designed in C hapter 4.
4
C hapter 6 sum m arizes the  contribution of this thesis and discusses some future 
works in this area.
1.3 T erm in o logy
There are two types of users in the NGGIS context: the  domain-specific application 
developer who uses the NGGIS object-oriented d a ta  m odel and the NGGIS user 
interface agent m odel to  build the domain-specific applications w ith m inim um  
program m ing efforts, and the  end-user of these applications. In this thesis, a user 
refers to both  the application developer and the  end-user.
Usually, user interface refers to  the presentation side of an in teractive system . In 
th is thesis, User interface refers to  a functional layer of the  NGGIS which provides 
the  generic service to  an application developer. T he user interface model m ay be 
packaged as a reusable library, and the application developer m ay use the  model 
defined in the lib rary  directly, or derive his own dom ain-specific user interface 
m odel from an existing one w ith m inim um  efforts.
The NGGIS user interface is a user-centered in teractive software. T h a t m eans 
th a t the m ain functionality  of the NGGIS user interface is to  deal with in teraction 
w ith the  user. T he underlying database m anagem ent system  is system-centered 
software which models the  diverse GIS objects and im plem ents a range of GIS 
operations.
The agent is a basic abstraction  throughout th is thesis. Each agent associates 
w ith a th read  of the  u ser’s activity. Every agent includes a  m em ory to m ain tain  its 
s ta te , a message receiver and tran sm itte r, and a  processor to  in terp ret the  received 
messages. Therefore, the  agent in this thesis is sim ilar to  an object class. But 
the organization of agents is different from the  class hierarchy of objects because 
the  organization of agents is based on the  functionality  of agents, while the class
hierarchy of objects is based on the data  struc tu re  of objects.
An object consists of two aspects: s truc tu ra l and behavioral. In this thesis, 
the  s tru c tu ra l aspect of an object is referred as data, and the  behavioral aspect is 
referred as operation. The d a ta  of an object is divided in to  two groups:attribute 
data and non-attribute data. T he a ttr ib u te  d a ta  refers to some sim ple alphanum eric 
d a ta  which can be easily m anipu lated  by a table. T he non -a ttribu te  d a ta  refers to 
2D and 3D coordinate sets or any o ther binary d a ta  such as image and voice.
1.4 Softw are E n g in eer in g  P r in c ip les
Once com plexity reaches an unm anageable level in a  software system , a new level 
of abstraction  m ust be in troduced to  allow increase in functionality. This fact has 
been dem onstrated  throughout the  history of software developm ent. For exam ple, 
in the  context of NGGIS, the  whole system  is divided into four different layers 
which are object-oriented database  m anagem ent layer, GIS object m odeling layer, 
user interface layer, and high level tools layer. The functionality  of each layer will 
be discussed in the next chapter. Each layer has its own Programming Interface 
w ith both  top and bo ttom  layers. T he high level layer designer doesn’t have to 
know the  im plem entation details of lower level software layers
As the  user interface layer becomes more sophisticated, decom position of the 
GIS User Interface layer becomes necessary. There are two decom position m ethods, 
vertical and horizontal, from the  software engineering point of view. R hind, R aper 
and Green [17] reported  a Universal Geographic Inform ation eXecutive(U GIX) 
GIS user interface model which applied vertical decom position principle. In this 
thesis, a. parallel a rch itectu re  of the NGGIS user interface is created  by applying 
both  vertical and horizontal decom position principles.
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1.5 D es ig n  G oals
This thesis focuses on creating a user friendly user interface for NGGIS to m ainly 
support the following features:
•  An intelligent user interface. A novice user may follow the instruction  of 
the intelligent agent of the user interface to accom plish h is/h e r task. A 
professional user m ay not need the functionality  of the intelligent agents bu t 
instead use the  user interface model under h is/h e r instructions.
•  Support distributed displays and multiple views of the  sam e concept. Since 
in recent days, com puter networks have becom e very popular and the  infor­
m ation sharing is becom ing very im portan t. M aintaining the m ultip le user 
environm ents is a useful feature for any GIS. W ith  th is feature, several users 
m ay work on the  sam e project concurrently  or one user who is a GIS expert 
can build the  database, and all the o ther users who are  not GIS experts may 
exam ine the  database  over the network.
•  Allow a user to  in terac t w ith GIS objects through direct manipulation. The 
central idea of “direct m anipu lation” is to  create a visual representation  
of the  ob jects and actions of in terest. U nder this environm ent, the  user’s 
tasks can be greatly  simplified by direct m anipulation  instead of keyboard 
entry of com m ands or m enu choices. Users can carry out tasks rapidly  and 
observe results im m ediately  by pointing at visual representations of objects 
and actions. D irect m anipulation  is appealing to novice users, is easy to 
rem em ber for in te rm itten t users, and is rapid for frequent users. D irect 
m anipulation doesn 't exclude com m and typing and m enu choice. W hen the 
users and tasks are diverse, the com m and m ay lead user to a form fill-in
where the d a ta  en try  is required or the m enu m ay be used to control a direct 
m anipulation  environm ent when a suitable visualization of actions cannot be 
found.
•  Provide helpful local feedback for user error correction. Users of the user- 
centered in teractive system  m ake m istakes far more frequently th an  m ight 
be expected. Most of syntax errors can be prevented by the user interface 
software itself. For exam ple, users can not display any m ap before a collection 
of objects is appropriately  selected. Therefore, the  m enu item  for displaying 
m aps is disabled (grayed) in this case. B ut m ost of sem antic errors, for in­
stance. the  errors which come from users’ m istyping, can not be prevented. 
In this case, the user interface software should prevent the user from doing 
any fu rther action, display the error message, give the  user some help infor­
m ation , and force the  user to correct the  errors. The message should be as 
detailed  as possible in order to  reduce the loss of productivity.
Chapter 2
GIS System  O verview
This chapter provides the  overview of the GIS system  architecture. The goal of 
th is chap ter is to  discuss the  functionalities of the user interface layer from the GIS 
system  point. In order to  understand  the m otivations of developing the NGGIS, 
section 2.1 briefly describes one practical relational GIS system : A R C /IN FO  and 
isolates its lim itations. Section 2.2 describes the  system  architecture of NGGIS 
and the  functionalities of its user interface. We conclude th is chapter w ith the 
sum m ary  of the GIS system  architecture.
2.1 A R C /IN F O : A  C ase  S tu d y  o f  G ISs
C ontrasted  to  the o ther com m ercial GIS of the late  1970, A R C /IN FO  has derived 
its wide-spread popularity  from its in itial power and the  explicit decision by ESRI 
to m ake it available on a wide range of platform s which now range from large 
m ainfram e com puters to  w orkstations to  PCs. A R C'/IN FO  has clearly been a very 
successful system  of GIS in the contem porary m arket place in recent years.
Figure 2.1 shows the system  arch itectu re  of ARC'/IN FO . In these arch itecture, 
the  real world is divided into several different coverages. Each coverage generally 
includes only one type of m ap features such as roads, parcels, soil units, or forest 
stands. Each feature in a coverage contains both the spatia l data: describing the 
location and topology of point, line, and area feature  and the a ttr ib u te  d a ta  : 
describing the characteristic of these features. T he spatial d a ta  and a ttr ib u te  d a ta
S
are stored in tables and m anaged by the relational database m anager. The user 
interface of the  system  consists of several groups of com m ands: ARC, IN FO , ADS, 
A R CED IT, A R C PL O T and so on. Users can accomplish their p ro jects by using 
these com m ands. T he following sections briefly discuss the  d a ta  m odel and the 
com m and language used in A R C /IN FO .
Map
Result i Software 
Tools
RDMS
Real Word
Abstraction
Database
Figure 2.1: The System  A rchitecture of A R C /IN FO  
2.1.1 T h e D ata  M odel
T here are several feature  classes defined in A R C /IN FO : Tic, Arc, Node, Polygon, 
and Point.
Tics are th e  registration or geographic control points for a  coverage. They 
allow all coverage features to  be registered to  a  comm on coordinate system (e.g., 
UTM m eters). Tics are very im portan t for registering m aps during digitizing and
editing and for m ap merging and overlay.
Arcs represent both  line feature  and borders of polygons. One line m ay be 
m ade up of m any arcs. Each arc is assigned a User-ID. The a rc ’s location and 
shape are defined as a series of x, y coordinates. Descriptive d a ta  about arcs are 
stored in an Arc A ttrib u te  Table(A A T). T here  is one record in the  AAT for each 
arc in the coverage.
Nodes represent endpoints and the  locations where lines connect. A node may 
be topologically linked to the set of arcs which connect to  each o ther a t the node. 
Node coordinates are stored w ith each arc as the beginning and ending points.
Polygons represent area feature  and are defined topologically by the series of 
arcs which compose the polygon border and by a label point positioned inside 
the polygon. D escriptive d a ta  about polygons are stored in a Polygon A ttrib u te  
Table(PA T). T here is one record in the  PAT for each polygon via the polygon’s 
ID.
Points  represent point feature  or are used to assign point User-IDs to  poly­
gons (label point) which are described by an (x, y) coordinate and a User-ID. If 
representing point feature, the  p o in t’s (x, y) location describes the location of the 
feature; if representing a polygon, the  label point can occur anyw here w ithin the 
polygon. The user-ID of a label point is used to associate a ttr ib u tes  to  describe 
the polygon in which the label point falls.
The relationships used to represent the connectivity or continuity  of these fea­
tures are referred to as topology. By storing inform ation abou t the  location of a 
feature relative to  o ther features, topology provides the basis for m any kinds of 
geographic analysis w ithout having to access the  absolute locations held in the 
coordinate files (e.g., connectivity , route finding, and continuity  are all derived 
from topology and not by reference to  the  geom etric inform ation available into the
11
coordinate).
There are th ree m ajor topological concepts in A R C /IN FO :
• Connectivity. By definition, the  points(x, y pairs) along the  arc. called ver­
tices, define the  shape of the arc. The ending points of the arc are called 
nodes. Each arc has two nodes: a from-node and a to-node. Arcs can join 
only a t their endpoints, or nodes. By tracking all the arcs th a t m eet a t any 
node, A R C /IN F O  knows which arcs connect to each other.
• Continuity. Because every arc has direction (a from -node and a  to-node), 
A R C /IN F O  m aintains a  list of the  polygons on the  left and right sides of 
each arc. Thus any polygons sharing a com m on arc are adjacent.
•  Area Definition. In A R C /IN FO , polygons are stored as th e  arcs which define 
them  ra th e r th an  as a set of (x, y) pairs. A list of the arcs th a t m ake up each 
polygon is stored and used to  construct the  polygon when necessary. Though 
an arc m ay appear in the list of arcs for m ore th an  one polygon, each arc is 
stored only once. Storing each arc only once reduces the  am ount of d a ta  and 
also ensures th a t the boundaries of adjacent polygons don’t overlap.
2.1.2 T he C om m and Language Interface
ARC is the  m ain program  environm ent in A R C /IN FO . It contains extensive com ­
m ands for d a ta  conversion between different form ats, m ap digitizing and editing, 
d a ta  transform ation  and projection, m ap merging and overlaying, feature buffer­
ing and s ta tis tica l analyzing. Most of the ARC com m ands can be run in a batch 
environm ent w ithout graphics devices, while the  o ther A R C /IN FO  subsystem s are 
in teractive in na tu re  and use graphics term inals and digitizers.
IN F O  is the  relational database m anager which deals w ith the tabu lar da ta
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associated w ith geographic features in m ap coverages. The user can use INFO to 
m anipulate  and update  feature 's a ttrib u tes  by perform ing logical and a rithm etic  
operations on the  rows and columns of the  table.
ADS is the digitizing subsystem  of A R C /IN FO . The user can use it to  digitize 
and edit point, line and area features. After a m ap is digitized, the CLEAN and 
BUILD com m ands can be used to create and u pdate  the  topology inform ation 
autom atically .
ARCEDIT is a graphics and database ed itor of ARC’/IN F O . W ith  A R CED IT, 
T he user can move, copy, add, delete, resize and upda te  points, lines, and areas. 
T he user can also ed it th e  a ttr ib u tes  of features, add m ap annotation , and use 
another database layer as a  background display.
ARCPLOT is the  in teractive cartographic subsystem  of A R C /IN F O . W ith 
A R C PL O T, the  user can add arrows, legends, scale bars and special sym bols into 
m aps. And also A R C PL O T  comes with an extensive sym bol library, plus facilities 
for creating new cartographic symbols.
A R C /IN FO  has been a  successful system  of GIS in recent years. B ut it is not 
a  perfect GIS. Some lim itations of A R C /IN FO  are isolated in the  next section. 
T here  are things th a t  we do know how to do (based upon the recent technology) 
which have not yet been incorporated  into A R C /IN F O . The m ain m otivation of de­
veloping the NGGIS is to  incorporate the  latest inform ation processing technology 
into the  GIS.
2.1.3 L im itations o f th e  R elation al GISs
Like A R C /IN FO , m ost of the  existing GISs are based on the relational database 
m anagem ent techniques. Because of their relational feature, they lack some com ­
mon features as follows:
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•  O bject O rientation
•  D eductive Capability
•  A dvanced User Interface
•  M ultim edia Processing
T he spatia l na tu re  of the GIS d a ta  and the  operations perform ed on them , 
and the need to  consider complex object as a single entity, as well as the  need to 
m ain tain  different versions have led us to believe th a t the object-oriented approach 
is b e tte r  for GIS applications than  the  relational approach.
2.2 S y ste m  A rch itec tu re  o f  th e  N G G IS
In order to overcome the  drawbacks of existing GISs, the  arch itectu re  of the NGGIS 
has been proposed. T he following section briefly describes the overall arch itectu re  
of the  NGGIS in order to  understand the  functionalities of the  user interface model 
(Refer ‘‘Toward the Design of Next G eneration GIS” [4] for detail).
2.2.1 A rch itectu re O verview
T he proposed arch itec tu re  is designed for m anaging, coordinating and expand­
ing resource d a ta  and inform ation, providing decision m aking and analytical sup­
port in m any diverse applications such as county sponsored nuclear waste studies, 
m anagem ent of hazardous m ateria l spill and processing geographical and spatial 
inform ation, and in general establishing a local/global repository of geographic 
inform ation.
The system  contains m any features which the current GIS databases lack, such 
as tem poral/h isto rica l d a ta  and versions (storage, control and update) while im ­
proving existing features of GIS databases. T he NGGIS m odel will also have the 
ability to collect, update , manage, analyze and display the results of the analysis
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of d a ta  as well as to provide deductive capabilities and explanations on goals and 
facts. Figure 2.2 is the proposed system  architecture  [4].
Hight Level 
GIS Tools
Hight Level 
User Interface
Deductive 
Object Model
“ Intelligent”  
Database Engim
Figure 2.2: NGGIS System  A rchitecture.
This arch itec tu re  consists of four com ponents:
•  Hight Level GIS Tools. This level consists of an external lib rary  of powerful 
tools provided to users. These tools can be used for knowledge discovery 
(such as m achine learning and sta tis tica l analysis), d a ta  in tegrity  and control 
(for reducing the  num ber of errors), hyperm edia m anagem ent (for linking 
images and sounds), decision support tools and intelligent system  design 
tools.
•  High Level User Interface. This model consists of several m odules which 
provide generic services a t the user level. The m ain functionality  of this 
layer is to  process user inputs and generate m ultim edia ou tpu ts . It should 
supports the  following advanced user interface features: m ultip le users of
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the  sam e project, m ultip le views of the  sam e sem antics, d istribu ted  displays, 
object orientation, and intelligent interface.
•  D eductive O bject-O rien ted  D ata  Model. This layer provides a program m ing 
interface to the above layers. Because both inference engine and database 
engine are in tegrated  into ‘'in te lligent’' database engine at the  lower layer, 
this interface language should support both reasoning and tem poral-object- 
o rien tation  capabilities as well as database m anipulation capability. We m ay 
use SQL as database m anipulation  language and expand it to support both 
reasoning and tem poral-object-orien tation  capabilities.
• “In telligent” D atabase Engine. It im plem ents algorithm s to perform  the 
forward and backward chaining on rules, searching and m atching on the 
persisten t object space , and handling the m eta-da ta  inform ation and large 
complex objects.
T he arch itec tu re  incorporates m ost of the latest inform ation processing tech­
niques. therefore, will be much m ore challenging in the  fu tu re  m arket place. And 
also, the separation am ong layers follows the separation principle of software engi­
neering. W ith  this separation, the  DBMS developer who im plem ents the generic 
da tabase  service doesn’t have to  have any knowledge of the  GIS. T he deductive 
ob ject m odel developer who m odels the  geographic objects logically doesn’t have 
to  know how objects, rules and facts are stored onto and retrieved from disks, 
and doesn’t have to  know how to p rin t and how to display them  physically. The 
user interface developer who im plem ents the  the  system  I /O  can concentrate on 
processing user inputs and on rendering the  geographic objects only. The high 
level tools developer provides a  num ber of tools which m ake the  GIS application 
developer’s job easier.
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2.2.2 D istrib u tion  in N G G IS
T he more im portan t feature of the new arch itectu re  is th a t it is suitable for dis­
trib u ted  environm ent. Figure 2.3 shows the  expanded arch itecture  which supports 
bo th  distributed databases and distributed displays over the  network. In such a 
system , the database server and display server run on each m achine of the  ne t­
work. The GIS objects are d istribu ted  in different sites in th e  network. T he object 
m anager is responsible for d istribu ting  and collecting objects from the different 
sites. The user interface m anager m aintains several user environm ents and sends 
each of them  to different displays in the network.
One purpose of th is thesis is to explore how the user interface m odel supports 
the  d istribu ted  displays described in the upper part of Figure 2.3.
2 .3  S u m m ary
Sim ilar to A R C /IN F O , m ost of the existing GIS system s lack m any useful fea­
tures such as ob ject orien tation , deductive capability, advanced user interface and 
m ultim edia processing due to  their relational na tu re . The NGGIS is designed by 
incorporating m ost of the  advanced inform ation processing techniques, therefore, 
it is a more powerful GIS than  relational one. The separation of user interface and 
underlying database m anagem ent system  makes the  d istribu tion  of user interface 
m odel possible. In the  next chapter, we will discuss the  arch itec tu re  m odel of the 
NGGIS user interface.
Display Display Display
Window
Server
Window
Server
Window
Server
Distributed 
User Interface Manager
Computation Unit
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Figure 2.3: D istribu ted  Displays and  D atabases.
C hapter 3 
A rchitecture M odel
In th is chapter, we provide a general overview of the  arch itec tu re  of the  user 
interface software. Section 3.1 describes the  m onolithic sequential arch itecture. 
Section 3.2 discusses the m ultiagent arch itec tu re  which has m ost of the  features we 
need in the  NGGIS user interface design. Section 3.3 discusses how to  incorporate 
the m ultiagent m odel into the  NGGIS user interface design. We conclude this 
chapter w ith the  sum m ary of the user interface architecture.
3.1 M o n o lith ic  U ser  In terface  M o d el
The user interface software presents an abstrac t m achine with which the  hum an 
in teracts. T he division of software into abstrac t m achines yields a m echanism  for 
protecting one layer from m odifying the  lower layers . The fundam ental software 
engineering principles of m odularity  and inform ation hiding are the  basis of the 
division of the user interface software.
Usually, the user interface software was divided into five layers [6]: device 
driver, window system , in teraction objects, dialogue control, and functional core. 
T he following sections briefly describe each of these layers.
D evice driver controls the physical device.
W indow system  defines an im aging model to  express inputs and ou tpu ts  
for the abstrac t term inal. It supports the  window abstraction , controls access to 
the  screen, directs user input to  th e  proper application, and m anages the  shared
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resources in general. It provides the  generic device-independent services for user 
interface developers.
I n te r a c t io n  o b je c ts  are  en tities th a t the operator can perceive and m anip­
u late  w ith physical in teraction devices such as a mouse or a keyboard. T hey are 
com m on user interface elem ents such as scroll bars, menus, and buttons.
D ia lo g u e  c o n tr o l le r  controls the dynam ic behavior of an interface and de­
term ines the logic of user interactions. It provides the operations to m ap and to 
transform  between the functional core and interaction objects.
F u n c t io n a l  c o re  im plem ents dom ain knowledge. It doesn’t know how to in­
terac t w ith the  user. It doesn 't know w hether a window system  or an audio is used 
for th e  o u tp u t, w hat language is used to present the tex t, or w hether the  input 
comes from  m enus or from com m and lines. On the o ther hand, the  functional core 
doesn’t know th a t there exists an opera to r w ith whom it com m unicates.
More AbstractionF u n ction a l
( lore
Dialogue
Control internet urn
Objects
Device
DriversISIil■HiDomainknowledge
Control of 
user
Control o
interaction
objects Control of 
input/ 
output 
resources
Control of 
physical 
device
USER
Figure 3.1: D ecom position of the User Interface Software.
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T he opera to r of an in teractive system  com m unicates w ith the  functional core 
th rough  device drivers, window system , in teraction objects, and dialogue con­
troller. T he layers control increasingly abstract concepts. Figure 3.1 shows an 
opera to r in teracting  w ith the  various layers of an interactive system  [6].
Based on this decom position of the in teractive software, the  first th ree layers 
(window system , in teraction objects, device drivers) was com bined [11] into a sin­
gle layer— presentation layer and a m onolithic sequential a rch itectu re  of the user 
interface software was created . From  this perspective cam e a  linguistic approach 
th a t identified the  notions of sem antics, syntax, and lexicon w ith th ree  com ponents 
of a user interface software: the  functional core im plem ents the  sem antics, the di­
alogue controller deals w ith syntactic  issues, and the p resentation  is in charge of 
the  lexical aspects of the  in teraction.
T he advantage of th is view is th a t  the  notions of sem antics, syntax, and lexicon 
are well understood by com puter scientists. Therefore, it is a  useful fram ework for 
designs of interactive system s. In addition, it is a ttrac tiv e  for com puter scientists to 
transfer their knowledge from the  au tom atic  compiler generation to  the  au tom atic  
user interface generation. T he result has been the em ergence of a wide variety of 
rapid  pro totyping tools based on BN F and finite-state m achines [10].
T he problem  of th is approach is th a t compiler technology, which relies on the se­
quentia l analysis of predictable input expressions, doesn’t focus on “in te rac tiv ity” 
and provides poor sem antic feedback. It doesn’t support m ultip le user environ­
m ent. Even a single user has to  subm it tasks sequentially. T h a t m eans when a 
user views one aspect of the  sem antics, he m ay not be able to  view ano ther aspect 
of the  sam e sem antics a t the  sam e tim e. This is very inconvenient to  the  user.
These observations tell us th a t the  M onolithic Sequential Architecture 
doesn’t m eet any requirem ents we have discussed in the  first chapter. Therefore,
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a new architecture model has to be investigated to m eet the requirem ents. One 
is a highly parallel m odular organization built around the  notation  of agents. Ac­
cording to  this arch itecture , the user interface software consists of a num ber of 
agents which cooperate w ith each other. Each agent can be im plem ented with 
different techniques to accom plish different tasks. T he M ultiagent A rchitecture 
will be discussed in the  following section.
3 .2  M u ltia g en t U ser  In terface  M o d e l
In the  previous section, we have found th a t the M onolithic Sequential A rchitec­
tu re  Model doesn’t m eet our requirem ents. This section will describe a parallel 
a rch itecture: M ultiagent A rchitecture Model. T he NGGIS User Interface Model 
to  be discussed in the  next chapter will take m ost of the  advantages of this type 
of arch itecture.
3.2.1 O verview
T he following is the definition of the m ultiagent m odel [6]:
T he m ultiagent model struc tu res an in teractive system  into a collection of spe­
cialized agents th a t produce and react to  events. An agent is a com plete in­
form ation processing system . It includes event receivers and event transm itters , a 
m em ory to  m aintain  a  s ta te , and a  processor tha t cyclically processes input events, 
updates its own sta te , and may produce events or change its in terest in input event 
classes. Agents com m unicate w ith o ther agents, including the  operator.
A num ber of m ultiagent models and tools have been developed along the lines of 
the  object-oriented and event-processing paradigm s. T he M odel-View-Controller 
(M VC) [19] and the  Presentation-A bstraction-C ontro ller(PA C ) [6] are m ultiagent 
m odels. In terv iew s [20] is a  toolkit based on such m odel.
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These models and tools do not deny the principle of the separation of functional 
core , dialogue control and presentation in any cases. In fact, they go further, 
applying the separation at the  various levels of abstraction  and d istribu ting  the 
responsibility of the dialogue am ong a set of cooperating agents. T he following 
section introduces one of such m odels. PAC model, which has the  m ost im portan t 
features of the m utiagent user interface model.
3.2.2 PAC: A  M u ltiagent A rch itectu re M od el
According to the PAC m odel, an in teractive system  consists of a collection of 
agents which are organized as a hierarchical agent tree. Figure 3.2 shows the  tree 
structu re .
Figure 3.2: The A rchitecture of PAC Model .
Each agent has th ree com ponents, they are:
1. P resentation  (P for short) is the perceivable behavior of che abstraction.
2. A bstraction (A for short) is the  functional core, which im plem ents some 
expertise in a m edia-independent way.
3. C ontroller (C for short) links an abstraction  to  a presentation, controls the 
behavior of the  two perspectives it serves, rem em bers a local s ta te  for sup­
porting m u ltith read  dialogues, and m aintains relationships with o ther agents.
Each agent (excluding superagent) in the  tree can be in stan tia ted  and te rm i­
na ted  by its paren t dynam ically, and each can in stan tia te  its children dynam ically. 
In stan tia tion  only operates on the  d irect children, not including children’s children. 
B ut, term ination  operates on the  whole subtree.
In order to  keep th e  consistency of agents, any operation of any agent which 
has “side effect” on the o ther agents has to  be reported  to  all the  o ther agents by- 
using the  “broadcasting” technique. F irst, the  message is generated and sent to 
all the  children of generator recursively. Then, the message is sent to the paren t of 
the generator which notifies all its children excluding the  reporter. This process is 
done until the  super agent is reached. Figure 3.3 shows the message broadcasting 
process.
Once an agent receives an message from other agents, it will have some action 
to  change the  system  sta te , u pda te  the screen and so on.
3.2.3 T he A dvantages o f th e M ultiagent A rch itecture
T he M ultiagent A rchitecture  Model which stresses a highly parallel m odular orga­
nization provides several convenient mechanism s:
Message
Figure 3.3: Event B roadcasting in PAC Model.
• M odularity. An agent defines the un it for m odularity . Every agent can be 
im plem ented separately. It is possible to m odify one agent's s tru c tu re  and 
behavior w ithout affecting the  rest of agents.
• O bject-O rientation. An agent class defines a category of agent instances 
where class operations and a ttr ib u tes  m odel the instruction  set and the s ta te  
of the  agent respectively. Several instances of the  sam e agent class can be 
used to  represent different views of the  sam e sem antic object.
• M ultithread Dialogues. An agent can be associated w ith each th read  of 
the o p era to r’s activity. Since a s ta te  is locally m ain tained  by the agent, the  
in teraction  betw een the  user and the  agent can be suspended and resum ed 
a t the  o p e ra to r’s will. W hen a th read  of ac tiv ity  is too complex or too rich 
to  be represented by a single agent, it can be represented by a collection of 
cooperating agents.
• D istribution. In d istribu ted  applications, two or m ore users m ay sim ul­
taneously work on the same project and share the  sam e database. In this 
s itua tion , several instances of the sam e agent class can be created  on one 
m achine and in terac t with different users on different m achines in a network.
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T he advantages of M ultiagent A rchitecture lead me to believe th a t the NGGIS 
User Interface Model should be based on this type of architecture.
3 .3  In co rp o ra tin g  M u lta g en t A rch itec tu re  in to  
G IS U ser  In terface  D es ig n
M ultiagent Models are b e tte r  than  the M onolithic Sequential Model, b u t not per­
fect, especially, in the  geographic inform ation system  where tasks usually are very 
complex. The existing m ultiagent models (M VC, PAC) are not efficient. In order 
to incorporate the  m ultiagent m odel into the NGGIS user interface design, the 
following factors have to  be considered:
1. A good user interface can ’t ju st respond passively to  its user’s instructions. 
R ather, it m ust be able to take the in itia tive  in its dialogue w ith the  user. 
Also it m ust be intelligent enough to  guide its user to  accom plish h is/her 
com plicated tasks.
2. B oth M VC and PAC models are designed for the system  arch itec tu re  of an 
in teractive system  which is a to ta lly  functioning system . Therefore, any agent 
in these arch itectures contains an abstraction  com ponent which im plem ents 
the  sem antics of the  system . B ut in our NGGIS system  arch itectu re , the  
system  is divided into four layers due to  the com plexity of the  system . The 
sem antics of the  system  has been im plem ented in the  lower layers, therefore, 
any agent of the  NGGIS user interface software doesn’t have to  im plem ent 
the  sem antics of the  system . The abstraction  com ponent of the NGGIS user 
interface should have different m eaning.
3. Because the  NGGIS User Interface is a  single layer of the  NGGIS, any agent 
of the user interface should have the  sam e priority. T he agent h ierarchy of
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PAC models loses its meaning in the NGGIS User Interface Model.
4. T he tree s tru c tu re  of the agent makes the consistency control harder. Because 
the siblings can ’t com m unicate with each o ther directly, any operation which 
has "side affect" has to  be reported to its paren t and p a ren t’s parent and so 
on. This brings a lot of run tim e overhead.
5. Because of the  com plexity of the task, several agents m ay be created  and 
cooperate w ith each o ther to accomplish the  task. In order to m ake them  to 
cooperate w ith each other, a “paren t” agent which m anages the  connections 
am ong them  should be introduced. Also, each agent class m ay have several 
instances (m ultip le views), in order to keep track of all activities of these 
instances, ano ther “p aren t” agent is needed. If this situation  applies on each 
task  and each agent class, the system  struc tu re  m ay become very com plex 
and m ay be unm anageable. Furtherm ore, too m any windows on the  screen 
m ay confuse the  user.
3 .4  S u m m ary
The advantage of the  m onolithic sequential a rch itectu re  is th a t the  notions of 
sem antics, syntax , and lexicon is well understood. B ut th is type of arch itec tu re  
doesn’t focus on “in te rac tiv ity” . The m ultiagent m odel is a  parallel arch itec tu re  
which supports bo th  d istribu ted  displays and m ultip le views of the  sam e concept. 
The NGGIS User Interface A rchitecture described in the  next chapter will take 
m ost of the  advantages of m ultiagent m odel and have some additional advanced 
features.
Chapter 4 
D esign M odel
The purpose of th is chapter is to describe the NGGIS User Interface Model in 
detail. We begin w ith the  overview of the arch itecture, describe the  functionality of 
each top level agent, and show how agents cooperate with each o ther to accomplish 
a specific task. Then, we consider top level agents in detail, describe their object 
protocol and relationships. We conclude the chapter w ith the sum m ary of the 
architecture.
4.1 D e p e n d e n c ie s  o f  N G G IS  Softw are Layers
The GIS user interface model and the GIS object m odel provide the generic services 
to  the GIS application developer. A GIS dom ain-specific application software 
relies on the GIS O bject Model for d a ta  m odeling capability, and on the GIS User 
Interface Model for object rendering and editing  capability. Figure 4.1 depicts 
the software layer dependencies of NGGIS applications. T he O perating System  
provides the  lowest level support for both the User Interface Model and the O bject 
Model.
The W indow System  provides the basic user interface abstraction  which sup­
ports the window abstraction , controls access to  the screen, directs the user input 
to  the proper application, and m anages the shared resource in general. Above the 
window system  level are the high level user interface abstractions furnished by the 
user interface toolkits, including buttons, scroll bars, menus, and a framework for
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composing them into generic interfaces.
T he "intelligent" database engine provides the basic object-oriented deductive 
database- m anagem ent services, including da ta  in tegrity  control, recovery control, 
concurrent control, version control, m eta-data  inform ation m anagem ent, and sym ­
bolic reasoning. I t ’s a G IS-independent generic da tabase  server, therefore, its 
im plem entation doesn’t need any knowledge of GIS.
GIS Domain-Specific Applications Application
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GIS 
ser Interface 
Model
GUI Toolkit 
ObjGraphics
Deductive 
Object Model System
Software
Multimedia&
processm 
Tools
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Window
System
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Figure 4.1: The D ependency of NGGIS System  Software.
The deductive object m odel provides a program m ing interface (educti ve object-
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oriented SQL) to  the above layers. The O bjG raphics provides the generic service 
for m anipulating 2D and 3D graphic objects. The M ultim edia Tool provides the 
generic service for handling m ultim edia objects. The ML processing Tool provides 
natu ra l language processing facilities. All of these toolkits are G IS-independent. 
therefore, can be developed separately.
The GIS User Interface Model stands a t the highest level of the system  soft­
ware. contributing abstractions th a t are closely m atched to  the  requirem ents of 
the GIS applications. It depends on both the GIS O bject Model and the toolkits. 
The toolkits simplify the construction process of the GIS User Interface Model 
by supplying the generic services. The GIS O bject Model supplies the sem antic 
knowledge of the GIS objects to  the GIS User Interface Model.
The fundam ental design decision in the  GIS User Interface Model is to adopt 
an object-oriented m ethod. O bjects are appropriate  for m odeling the GIS User 
Interface for the following reasons:
1. O bjects facilitate the conceptualization and representation  of an idea. The 
concept of the bar chart, for exam ple, can be m odeled and im plem ented in an 
object class BarChart which encapsulates all the  behavior of the bar chart 
(including its s ta te  variables and event processing m echanism , for instance, 
scaling, ro tating, zooming, and scrolling).
2. O bjects are a good program  structu ring  and com plexity control mechanism. 
The operations defined on an object class can be understood by its subclasses. 
Since objects encapsulate s ta te  and behavior, in ter-object dependencies are 
lim ited by the sem antics of the protocol. O bjects are thus insulated from 
one another, prom oting m odularity and reusability.
3. Inheritance and dynam ic binding make extension easy. Program m ers
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can create new classes of objects incrementally, th a t is, by specifying only 
those aspects tha t differ from their parent class'. A general concept can be 
em bodied in a base class from which classes w ith particu lar behavior are 
derived. Dynamic binding allows objects from the  sam e class hierarchy to be 
trea ted  uniformly, independent of their subclasses, sim ply by m anipulating 
them  in term s of the  protocol defined in the base class.
4. T he inherent extensibility  of an object-oriented m odel m akes the library- 
based im plem entation a ttrac tive . Both the object protocols of the  GIS O b­
jec t Model and the  GIS User Interface Model can be packed as a library of 
com ponents dedicated to the  construction of the dom ain-specific GIS appli­
cations. The non-object-oriented libraries are usually far less extensible than  
the object-oriented ones prim arily because they lack inheritance. An object- 
oriented model enhances a library-based im plem entation, which in tu rn  gives 
program m ers m ore flexibility to  create production-quality  GIS applications.
4 .2  D esig n  M o d e l O verv iew
In the  previous chapter, the  m ultiagent arch itecture of the in teractive software 
has been investigated. T he arch itec tu re  of the NGGIS User Interface Model has 
m ost of the  advantages of the m ultiagent model. Figure 4.2 shows the system  
arch itec tu re  of the NGGIS User Interface. From the figure, we can see th a t the 
s tru c tu re  of the system  is not a tree s truc tu re  any more. All of the agents have the 
sam e priority, and are organized in parallel fashion. T he user in this system  is ju st 
a special agent who com m unicate with any other agents including the  o ther users. 
T he following section describes the functionality  of each agent in the architecture.
T he M onitor is one of the two intelligent agents of the  system . It plays two
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im portan t roles in the  system :
1. It controls the  overall consistency of the system . It can detect any operation 
of any agent in the  system  which has the side effect, and then  send an Update 
message to  the  rest of agents to inform this fact. It is the receiver’s responsi­
bility to in terp re t this message. The receiver m ay discard the message to tally  
or take an in ternal action to reflect this fact. For exam ple, if both an archi­
tect and a civil engineer work on the same pro ject, once the  architect changes 
the location of a  building, the civil engineer should be informed imm ediately.
Because each system  m ay have several users and each user may have sev­
eral active agents and each agent may have several instances, m aintaining 
the  overall system  consistency is not a sim ple task. In order to work ef­
fectively, the M onitor m aintains a sem antics-view dictionary dynamically. 
Each sem antic object m ay have several different views, therefore, it may have
several different entries in the dictionary. Each en try  in the semantics-view 
dictionary m ay contain several inform ation about the sem antic object and its 
views, for instance, object ID, user ID, agent class, view ID. G raphic Type, 
and its sta tus. W ith  this dictionary, the m onitor knows which agent instance 
should be inform ed when a  “side effect” operation occurs.
Table 4.1 shows a snapshot of the sem antics-view  dictionary. T here are two 
sem antic ob ject in the  dictionary: Las Vegas and Los Angeles. T here are 
th ree  views having been created for Las Vegas: Road, P ipe, and Zipcode. 
Road and P ipe are instances of GeoG raphic Viewer agent class. Zipcode is 
an instance of A ttrib u te  Viewer agent class which is invisible a t this tim e.
Sem antics UserlD Agent Class ViewID G Type S ta tus
Las Vegas John GeoGraphic Viewer Roads 2D Visible
Las Vegas Joe GeoGraphic Viewer Pipe 2D Visible
Las Vegas Tony A ttrib u te  Viewer ZipCode TexForm Invisible
Los Angeles sonny GeoGraphic Viewer D istrict 3D Visible
Los Angeles sonny A ttrib u te  Viewer Population B arC hart Visible
Table 4.1: A Snapshot of Sem antics-View Dictionary.
2. It is an advisor. As an advisor, it has the following knowledge:
• m eta-inform ation of the sem antic object.
•  constrain ts of the  sem antic ob ject. For exam ple, the w idth of a road 
can not be wider than  40 feet.
•  constrain ts on m anipulating the  sem antic object. For exam ple, any 
building around the airport m ay not be allowed to be higher th an  100 
feet.
Any user action , if it violates any constrain ts on any GIS sem antic object,
will be suspended by the M onitor. In this case, the M onitor informs the 
user th a t some errors have occurred, gives some suggestion, and forces the 
user to  correct the errors. Som etim es, the user’s action doesn’t violate any 
constrain ts of the system , but two or more users’ actions m ay conflict each 
other. For exam ple, architect A wants the second floor of the building to be 
the  classroom , but architect B wants the second floor of the  sam e building 
to be facu lty ’s offices. In this case, the  m onitor informs both  arch itects the 
situa tion , gives some com m ents according to its knowledge, and allows two 
arch itects to negotiate until they agree with each other.
The S h o w C a se  presents the sem antic objects to  the user. It has several co­
operative agents. Each cooperative agent (excluding the In teraction E xpert) is 
specialized to  accom plish a part of the  rendering task. The m ain functionality  of 
the ShowCase is to cooperate the work of its cooperative agents. T he M ultim e­
dia P layer is a  specialist which plays back both video and audio objects objects. 
If a com posite ob ject contains both audio and video, the M ultim edia P layer will 
synchronize them  to ou tpu t the video and audio sim ultaneously. T he Geographic 
Viewer displays 2D, 3D and image geographic objects graphically, and allows its 
user to  change any graphic a ttr ib u te  (color, p a tte rn , line w idth and style, sym ­
bols. etc .) of the objects dynam ically. The Geographic Viewer only displays the 
geographic inform ation such as coordinates probably with one or two a ttr ib u te  
inform ation such as labels of the  objects in the view window. All of the a ttr ib u te  
inform ation (for instance, the population, road length, zipcode, and so on) is to  be 
displayed by the  A ttrib u te  Viewer. T here are a lot of ways to  display the  a ttr ib u te  
data , for instance, tex t forms, bar chart, pie chart, 3D bar, probability  graph, 
linear regression graph and so on. B oth Geographic Viewer and A ttrib u te  Viewer 
define the  zoom ing, scaling, and scrolling operations to allow the  user to  zoom,
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scale, and scroll the ou tpu t graph dynamically.
The ShowCase also defines as U pdate operation to in terp re t the Update message 
from the. M onitor. This operation will redraw the screens of its cooperative agents 
if necessary.
The W orkshop provides a com plete user interface to m odify the GIS dom ain 
specific database. Since different object type needs different edition m ethods, 
for instance, the edition m ethod of sound object is to ta lly  different from that of 
image object. Therefore, like the ShowCase. the W orkshop contains a num ber 
of cooperative agents. Each cooperative agent (excluding selector) is a totally  
functional unit which is specialized to  modify only one type of objects or only part 
of an object. The A ttrib u te  E ditor is ju st a form to allow the user to modify the 
a ttr ib u tes  of any object. The Geographic Editor is specialized to  m odify both 2D 
and 3D structu red  geographic object. The Sound Editor and the Image Editor are 
used to m odify sound and image object respectively.
T he Selector is a cooperative agent of both  the Showcase and the W orkshop, 
which allows the user to  select objects from the  persisten t space with specific 
constrain ts which include the version constrain t which specifies object version, 
tim e constrain t which specifies the  historical inform ation of the objects, spatial 
constrain t which specifies the spatial area in which the  user is in terested , and 
the  a ttr ib u te  constraint which specifies the  range of the a ttr ib u tes  of the objects. 
The Selector becomes a  Browser  when the constrain ts is universal (w ithout any 
constrain ts).
Both ShowCase and W orkshop agents (including their cooperative agents) are 
not intelligent. The user has to interacts with them  through direct m anipulation. 
Therefore, the user a t least has to  have the  task knowledge. In order to  m ake the 
user interface friendly enough to  the novice user, the  next paragraph discusses the
Interaction E xpert which cooperates with o ther agents to accept sim ultaneously 
m ultim edia user input and to  generate sim ultaneously m ultim edia ou tpu t to  the 
user.
The I n te r a c t io n  E x p e r t  is another intelligent agent of the system. It coop­
erates with o ther agents and makes the user interface very user friendly. The user 
input may contain a tex t from a. keyboard, or a voice from a speech device, or a 
graphic area specified by a mouse. For exam ple, the user m ay query like this:
Select all the buildings in "this area" !
The tex t m ay come from  a keyboard or a speech device. The pronoun "th is-1 is 
specified by a pointing device such as mouse. Obviously this is a  m ultim edia lan­
guage. In order to  understand  this type of language, the In teraction Expert should 
have a plenty of in teraction  knowledge such as m ultim edia lexicon, m ultim edia 
gram m ar, voice recognition, natu ral language processing, and graphic processing. 
T he front-end of the In teraction Expert for inpu t processing should be m ultim edia 
lexicon (such as voice, graphics, and tex t vocabulary) recognition. The back-end of 
the Interaction E xpert for input processing will coordinate the  m ultim edia lexicon 
from the different m edia to  create a  single in ternal stream . This stream  then  is 
in terp reted  according to  m ultim edia gram m ar.
As well as accepting m ultim edia language from the  user, the Interaction Expert 
can also present the  query result in a m ultim edia way. For exam ple, if the  user 
requests:
Display all the information in ‘‘this place 'l
If “this place” refers to  a  city, the In teraction  E xpert will find out all the 
inform ation in this city, and generates several views in different m edia such as 
2D m ap, 3D picture, and voice, and then presents them  sim ultaneously through 
rendering agents such as Geographic Viewer and M ultim edia Player. In this case,
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the Geographic Viewer and M ultim edia Player are driven by the In teraction Expert 
o ther th an  the  user.
4 .3  A g en t C lass H ierarch y
One im portan t consideration in designing an object-oriented model is to specify 
sub-types from their parent types. T he parent types can be used as sem antic 
placeholders to  group common properties and operations of children types. W hen 
sibling ob ject types share comm on properties, the  properties can be grouped into 
a paren t type.
T he design m odel of the  NGGIS user interface described in the  previous sec­
tion contains a num ber of agents. Some agents share some com m on properties, 
therefore, they  are grouped into a  parent type. The parent class defines th e  com ­
mon protocol which can be understood by its children. Figure 4.3 shows th e  class 
hierarchy of agents.
4 .4  P r o to c o ls  o f  A g en ts
This section goes into the detailed design of the  agents. Because of the com plexity 
of the  system , only the  protocols of the  U ser Coordinator and the  Viewer agent 
class are discussed in this section and are im plem ented in the  next chap ter (the 
protocol for com m unication with the  In teraction  Expert is not included).
4.4.1 U ser C oordinator P ro toco l
T he U ser Coordinator is another nam e of the  M onitor. We use U ser Coordi­
nator instead  of M onitor because it only does one job (coordination of m ultiple 
users) of the  M onitor.
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Figure 4.3: Class Hierarchy of Agents. IE xpert refers to  In teraction Expert. 
M Player refers to  M ultim edia  Player. "A" m eans A ttrib u te  in A Editor and 
AViewer.
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Table 4.2 shows its protocol. It m aintains m ultiple user environm ents in the 
system .
Data UserList
Operations
Protocol Arguments
NewUser User
RemoveUser User
Suspend User
Resume User
Notify User, Message
Q uit
Table 4.2: User Coordinator Protocol.
Each user has an entry  in the  UserList. Each en try  contains the following 
inform ation about the  user:
Struct User{
UserName;
NetworkAddress;
Priority;
Status; //Active or Suspended?
>;
T he N ew U ser, Rem oveU ser, Suspend, and Resum e are operations to 
create, delete, suspend, and resum e a user environm ent. T he Quit operation 
checks the  UserList first. If there is no active user in the  system , it sim ply shuts 
down the system . O therw ise, it will notify all the active users th a t  the  system  will 
be down in a lim ited period.
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4.4.2 V iew er P rotoco l
In the MVC model, an agent consists of Model, Control, and View. In the  PAC' 
m odel, an agent consists of A bstraction, P resentation, and Control. We use the 
following abstractions: Collection, In teractor, Action, and Canvas as the basic 
com ponents of the Viewer. The following section describes the  details of each 
com ponent. Figure 4.4 shows the com ponents of the  Viewer.
Interactor
Canvas
Collection
Action
Figure 4.4: Com ponents of the  Viewer.
1. The C ollection is the  abstraction  of logical objects. The GIS object is 
a  basic m odel of the  real world object. All of the  GIS objects are in the persis­
ten t space of the  system  and their sem antics are im plem ented by the underlying 
database  m anagem ent system . T he Collection of the  Viewer is not a collection of 
“physical ob jects” bu t a collection of their references. Through the references the 
Viewer transform s the  real world coordinates into screen coordinates and displays 
them  on the Canvas.
2. T he Interactor is a collection of in teraction objects w ith which the user 
in teracts. The following are the  basic building blocks of the Interactor: Push-  
But t ons ,  R ad io But to ns ,  CheckBoxes,  Menus,  Fie ldEdi tors ,  TextForms,  L istBoxes,  
C o m b o B o x e s , and a V iew Port. Most of them  (excluding V iew Port) are appli­
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cation independent, therefore, are supplied by the user interface toolkit. The 
com position m echanism  of in teraction objects is also supplied by the  toolkit. Most 
of the user interface toolkit provides a user interface builder which allows the user 
interface software developer to compose the user interface graphically.
The m ain functionality  of the I n te r a c to r  is to  process user events . The 
In teractor presents the  in teraction  object graphically. Users in terac t with the in­
teraction  objects through m oving and clicking the pointing device. Any action of 
the user is in terp re ted  by the  In teractor. Table 4.3 shows the In terac to r protocol.
D a ta
M enus,B uttons,CheckBoxes,...
DialogBoxes, MessageBoxes, InputD ialoges...
V iew Port
O p e r a t io n s
Operation Arguments
Draw Canvas
D ispatch Message, Action
Table 4.3: In teractor Protocol.
T he D ra w  operation is called whenever the  In terac to r becomes visible. W hen­
ever the  user in teracts w ith the in teraction  objects, a M e ss a g e  received from an 
in teraction  object is in terp reted  by the  D is p a tc h  operation. T he M e ssa g e  has 
the stru c tu re  illustrated  in Table 4.4. The first field of the  Message is the ID of an 
in teraction  object. The second field is the  message type which is one of command, 
up, down, move , drag, or double-click. The last two fields are the  x, y coordinates 
of th e  pointing device. The D is p a tc h  operation dispatches the  message to the  
Action according to  the  message type.
ID Message Type X Coordinate Y C oordinate
Table 4.4: Message S tructu re ,
T he m ost im portan t in teraction  object of the  In terac to r is the  ViewPort which
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im plem ents the graphical aspect of the Collection. Table 4.5 shows the ViewPort 
protocol.
D ata State  Variables, Transform er
Operations
Operation .4 rgu m e nts
draw Canvas
Update C anvas
Clear
Table 4.5: ViewPort Protocol.
The State Variables rem em ber the local sta tes of the  V iew Port. T he Trans­
form er  is used to scale , ro ta te , and shift the real world coordinates into the screen 
coordinates. The draw operation is an abstract operation which has to be overw rit­
ten  by the Viewer's subclass. This operation presents the  object collection to  the 
user graphically by using drawing operations defined in the  Canvas. W henever 
the object collection is modified, the U pdate operation is activated to reflect the 
changes. The Clear operation sim ply clears the  V iew Port's drawing area.
3. The Action encapsulates all the operations which m ay be overw ritten in 
the Viewer's subclasses. There are two groups of operations defined in the Action. 
One includes all the  callback functions which are activated  when the corresponding 
interaction object is clicked. A nother group of operations defines the functionality  
of the mouse activities in the ViewPort. Usually th is group of operations are used 
for scrolling, zooming, scaling, and shifting of the  V iew Port. Table 4.6 shows the 
A ction protocol.
T he Interactor dispatches the messages to  the  Action according to the  message 
type. If the message type is Command , the Com m and operation of the Action 
is activated w ith the  in teraction object ID as the  argum ent. The Command  
performs different functionality  according to the  in teraction object ID. In th is case
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Operation Arguments
O p e r a t io n s
Com m and Interaction O bject ID
MouseUp
MouseDown
MouseMove
M ouseDrag
DoubleC'lick
X,Y Coordinates
Table 4.6: Action Protocol.
the last two fields of the Message are unused. If the message type is not the 
Command , the message m ust be from the ViewPort. In this case, a corresponding 
operation (M ouseUp, M ouseDown, etc.) is activated  according to the message type 
w ith the x, y coordinates as the argum ents.
4. The C a n v a s  defines all the rendering operations which are used to  display 
diverse GIS objects graphically. Table 4.7 shows the protocol of the Canvas.
The L o c a t io n  is a pair of x, y coordinates which specifies the  location of 
the  Canvas on the screen. The D im e n s io n  specifies the  w idth and the  height 
of the  Canvas. T he first group of operations m anipulate  the graphics contexts 
(the graphics contexts for 3D such as the light source are not included). The 
second group of operations are for drawing 2D graphics which follow the Postscrip t 
Paradigm . O ne reason to  follow the Postscrip t Paradigm  is th a t the GIS object 
usually contains a  very large set of coordinates, and hence it is very convenient to 
use the P ostscrip t Paradigm  operations to draw th is type of object. For exam ple, 
the  following codes draw a collection of polygons, no m atte r  how m any polygons 
are in the collection, and no m atte r  how m any coordinates each polygon has.
For Each Polygon;
SetColor (New Color);
SetPattern (New Pattern);
D a ta Location, Dimension
Operation Arguments
SetColor
S e tP a ttern
SetLineStyle
SetL ineW idth
SetFont
SetSym bol
SaveGC
RestoreG C
Color
P a tte rn
LineStyle
Integer
Font
Symbol
O p e r a t io n s N ew Path
LineTo
MoveTo
Sym bolA t
Stroke
Fill
C losePath
Label
Coordinate
Coordinate
Coordinate
String
O penS tructu re
C loseStructure
Image Binary D ata
Table 4.7: Canvas Protocol.
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NewPath;
MoveTo (/*A Control Point of Current Polygon*/);
For Each Next Control Point
LineTo (/*This Control Point*/);
END
Stroke;
Fill;
End
T he th ird  group of operations are used to display 3D objects which follow the 
PH IG S Paradigm . The image operation is used to display the  binary object: 
image.
4 .5  S u m m ary
In this chapter, we have discussed the design strategy of the NGGIS user interface. 
An agent defines a com plete functional unit of the system  which contains its own 
s ta te  and its own event processing m echanism . Two intelligent agents are in tro ­
duced in the system . One is M onitor which controls the  consistency of the system  
and consults with the  user dynam ically. The o ther one is the Interaction E xpert 
which has the  knowledge for both  inpu t processing and ou tpu t generation. Every 
agent m ay cooperate w ith the Interaction Expert for input in terpreting  and for 
o u tp u t planning. If the  intelligent agent doesn 't exist or fails to give the  answer, 
the agent performs its functionality  according to the user’s instruction . In the next 
chapter, we will discuss the im plem entation issue of these agents.
Chapter 5 
Im plem entation M odel
The user interface models designed in last chapter are quite  high level abstractions. 
The im plem entation of those sophisticated user interface models requires a  great 
deal of tim e and effort. In this chapter, we will discuss the im plem entation issue 
of these agents from  the following perspectives:
•  C + +  as the  program m ing language.
•  X window system  as the abstract m achine.
• In terv iew s as the  user interface toolkit.
•  E xperim ental result.
We conclude th is chapter with the sum m ary of the im plem entation.
5.1 C + +
C + +  is classified as a hybrid object-oriented language, as opposed to a  pure or 
orthodox one, because it is built on the  top of a m ore trad itional procedural lan­
guage. It is full of the trad itional features of ANSI C with the ob ject-orien tation  
extension. O ther languages (such as Sm alltalk) are pure languages. A nything (in­
cluding classes) m anipulated  in Sm alltalk  program  is some kind of object. This 
uniform  approach endows the language w ith great elegance, bu t w ith the  draw back 
of inefficiency. The use of objects som etim es imposes runtim e penalties th a t can
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som etim es seriously degrade the perform ance of the program . C + +  was designed 
to  take advantages of the  m ost desirable features of objects, avoiding the runtim e 
disadvantages and overhead as m uch as possible. Therefore, C + +  represents an 
excellent balance am ong power of expression, run tim e speed, and code size.
C + +  source code m ust be com piled before being executed. The program m ing 
process therefore entails a developm ent cycle of editing, compiling, linking, and 
running. A lthough the  ite ration  through this cycle is a slow process. The code 
produced is very fast and efficient.
Obviously, C + +  is not perfect. It lacks some useful features such as garbage 
collection, run-tim e access to  class inform ation, and object evolution.
T he features such as run-tim e access to class inform ation and object evolution 
are im portan t in the im plem entation  of the NGGIS user interface model. W ith  run ­
tim e access to  class inform ation, the  view agents can access all class inform ation 
of the object and present the  m eta-inform ation of objects in a  popupped window, 
and allow the user to  m ake choice. This frees the  GIS software developer from 
m odifying the existing user interface model which is usually a complex task to a 
novice program m er.
Usually, the objects produced by a digitizer are pure geographic objects which 
only contain coordinates and some topology inform ation. W ithou t the feature  of 
ob ject evolution, the  program m er has to code a lot in order to add some a ttr ib u te  
d a ta  into the  pure geographic objects. W ith  the extension of ob ject evolution, the 
edition  agents can change the  existing objects from the  pure geographic objects 
into the  user defined objects dynam ically, and allow the  user to  modify the  user 
defined a ttrib u tes  of objects a t runtim e. This allows th e  program m er to  concen­
tra te  on the dom ain-specific geographic object m odeling w ithout any concern for 
the  im plem entation details of the edition agents.
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The work on the  extension of run-tim e access to class inform ation has been 
done by In te rran te  and Linton [22], They proposed the Dossier  class as a standard  
interface for accessing type inform ation w ithin a C + +  program . A tool mkdossier  
was im plem ented which au tom atically  generates type inform ation in a form th a t 
can be com piled and linked with an application.
5.2 X  W in d o w  S y ste m
Figure 5.1 shows the generic s truc tu re  of X applications [13]. As shown in the 
figure, the  functionality  of the  X window system  is in the  X display server— the 
process executing in a  w orkstation and m anaging the  graphic ou tpu ts  and the 
inputs from  the  keyboard and the mouse. The X server considers anyth ing  user 
does with the  keyboard and the mouse as events to be reported  to  the application. 
Each application m ain tains several windows for the  user and dispatches the  event 
to  the  window which has the  input focus.
The X protocol is the  m achine language of X window system , which defines 
exactly what can be achieved with the  X window system . A protocol is an agree­
m ent between th e  server and the client about how they exchange inform ation and 
how the  inform ation can be interpreted .
Program m ing directly  on the X protocol is tedious. X window system  provides 
a higher level protocol—Xlib which consists of about 300 C library routines. T he X 
protocol can be accessed through Xlib library routine call. B ut Xlib only contains 
the  2D services, all 3D services are included in PH IG Slib.
Program m ing on Xlib (and PH IG Slib) is m uch easier than  on the  X protocol. 
B ut it is still very complex. Most of the  work is bookkeeping and not rela ted  to 
the application. To solve th is problem , user interface toolkits once again raised the 
level of abstraction  by providing com m on user interface elem ents such as scroll bars,
X Protocol
X Toolkit
Xlib
X Application
Network Interface
X Drotocol
X Server
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ure 5.1: Generic A rchitecture of X Application.
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m enus, bu ttons, and a framework for combining them  into com plete applications. 
T here are several common X toolkits. One well-known public-dom ain toolkit is 
the  A thena W idget set developed a t M .I.T .. O ther prom inent comm ercial toolkits 
are the  O pen Software F oundation’s O S F / M otif toolkit, and the Sun & A T& T’s 
O PEN  LOOK toolkit. In terv iew s [20] is a toolkit which is being developed at 
U niversity of Stanford. We choose In terv iew s for the following reasons:
1. In terv iew s was im plem ented by using C + + . Therefore, the GIS user in ter­
face model can directly  access In terv iew s library through C + + .
2. In terv iew s supports bo th  M otif’s and OPEN LO O K ’s "look and feel” .
3. T he composition m echanism  which follows the TeX com position m echanism  
is very flexible.
We will discuss some basic abstractions of In terv iew s in th e  next section.
5 .3  I n te r v ie w s
In terv iew s [20] is a software system  for window-based applications. Like m ost 
user interface toolkits, In te rv iew s is object-oriented in which com ponents such 
as windows, buttons, m enus, and docum ents are active elem ents w ith inherited 
behavior. In terview s provides a set of classes th a t define the  behavior of user 
interface objects. The current version of In terv iew s consists of two groups of 
classes: protocols and kits. A protocol defines the set of operations th a t an object 
can perform , such as drawing or in p u t handling. A kit defines a set of operations 
for creating other objects.
T he following section briefly discusses the predefined protocols and kits in the 
In terv iew s package.
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Glyph is the base protocol for user interface objects which supports geom etry 
m anagem ent, drawing, picking, and structu ring  m ultiple G lyphs into an aggre­
gate. Glyphs are basic building blocks for the  presentation side of a user interface, 
providing the unified operations for interactive objects, s truc tu red  graphics, and 
fo rm atted  tex t.
InputHandler  is an event processing protocol which is a  descendant of Glyph 
th a t  receives input events and translates events to operations such as press, release, 
and keystroke.
Window  protocol associates Glyphs with a window on the screen and com m uni­
cating with a window m anager. A window is an object th a t can be m apped onto a 
screen and receive inputs. A ssociate w ith a window is the root of a  directed acyclic 
graph of Glyphs. T he window creates a canvas th a t is bounded to  a portion of the 
screen when the  window is m apped. The window calls G lyphudraw  on the  root 
G lyph to refresh the canvas and Glyph::pick to determ ine w hat to  do with the user 
input.
Style protocol m anages a collection of nam ed a ttr ib u tes  with string values. 
Style may be nested hierarchically, and a ttr ib u tes  defined in the  ou ter style are 
visible in an inner style if not otherwise defined.
WidgetKit creates com m on user interface com ponents such as bu ttons, menus, 
and scrollbars w ith a concrete look-and-feel. YVedgtKit isolates the  application 
from  specific look-and-feel issues and details of how a concrete com ponent is im ­
plem ented. It can im plem ent concrete objects based on the  M otif’s and O PEN - 
LO O K ’s “look and feel” .
DialogKit builds com m on dialogs which include field ed itor, file chooser, infor­
m ation messages, input dialog, quit dialog, and confirmers. C urrent version only 
provides field editor and file chooser.
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LayoutKit provides operations for creating G lyphs and im plem ents the com po­
sition m echanism .
Next section will show some im plem entation results which are based on the 
classes of protocols and kits defined in In terv iew s package.
5.4  E x p er im en ta l R esu lts
The NGGIS User Interface Model is not fully im plem ented due to  the shortage of 
the  supporting software packages and the  com plexity of the  system . Only the  User 
C ooperator agent and several view agents are coded in C + + .
5.4.1 Im plem en tation  o f th e  U ser C ooperator
In the X window system , the  X server runs on each display, and application pro­
gram  runs as a  client on a w orkstation. T he graphic ou tpu t and m em ory com ­
pu tation  of the  application are to tally  separated . T he graphic ou tp u t from  the  X 
application is handled by sending X protocol requests to  the X server. T he rest of 
the application can perform  its com putations on a system  th a t best suits its needs. 
Therefore, the X window system  is a d istribu ted  window system . Any application 
m ay send its graphic ou tp u t to  several displays over network concurrently. Each 
display has a unique user event stream  from  the local mouse and keyboard. The 
application w ith this arch itecture  m ay control several users who work on sepa­
ra te  displays, and perform  all the com putations on the  same m achine where the 
application runs. Figure 5.2 shows this m echanism  graphically.
The im plem entation of the User C ooperator is based on this m echanism  of the 
X window system . T he User Cooperator runs on a w orkstation as a client of the  X 
window system , and m aintains several instances of user environm ent on different 
displays in the  network. Each user owns his own local display and com m unicates
DisplayDisplayDisplay
User
Cooperator
Computation Unit
Figure 5.2: Distributed User Environments.
w ith the  underlying database m anager which runs on the m achine on which the 
User C ooperator runs.
F igure 5.3 shows the  screen layout of the User Cooperator which runs on the 
m achine "lonnie-m ack” with the M otif's “look and feel". Pressing the  “local" 
b u tto n  m ay instan tia te  a local user environm ent. Pressing the  "rem ote" bu tton , 
an input dialogue box is popped up which allows the  superuser to enter the address 
of the rem ote m achine. The V iew Port of the  User C ooperator shows all the user 
inform ation. Figure 5.4 shows the  screen layout of the rem ote user environm ent 
which is on m achine “ta j” in th is case. Any user who knows th e  password may 
s ta r t  the project on this m achine by typing in the password.
5.4.2 Im plem en tation  o f th e  V iew  A gents
The X window system  is a to ta lly  m ultitask  environm ent. Every user m ay m aintain  
several tasks concurrently. Each task is represented by a window on the screen. The 
user can change tasks by m oving pointing device. Every task m ay be suspended 
or resum ed according to the  user’s will. F igure 5.5 shows the  parallel arch itecture  
of several tasks.
T he ShowCase and its cooperative view agents (excluding m ultim edia  agent) 
have been coded in C + + . Each agent associates with a window. Figure 5.6 shows 
the screen layout of the ShowCase and its cooperative view agents. The underlying 
objects have the  following structure:
Countyf
Boundary coordinate List;
Population;
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Figure 5.3: User Cooperator on Machine “Lonnie-Mack”.
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Figure 5.4: An User Environment on Remote Machine “Taj” .
Underlying System
Figure 5.5: Parallel A rchitecture of Tasks.
O I
The ViewPort of the ShowCase (up and right corner) ju st shows the outline 
of the counties. The GeoG raphic Viewer (up and left corner) displays the  m ap of 
the counties and shades the  polygon according to the population of the county. 
T he A ttrib u te  Viewer displays the  population of the  county graphically in both 
bar chart and pie chart. Any agent can be resized dynamically. T he ViewPort of 
any view agent can be zoomed, scaled, and scrolled by the user. The 'look and 
feel" of any agent follows the M otif’s style.
Figure 5.7 shows ano ther aspect of the ShowCase. In this case, the underlying 
object has a com posite struc tu re . The object contains several geographic inform a­
tion which include the  boundary of the counties, the  w ater stream , the electricity 
system , and the images of the  counties. The V iew Port of the ShowCase (up and 
left corner) shows the outline of the counties. The rest of the geographic inform a­
tion are displayed by the G eoG raphic Viewer agent in 2D m ap. 3D picture, and 
image respectively (the  da ta  is not coherent in  the  figure). The “look and feel" of 
every agent follows the  O PEN L O O K 's style in th is case.
5.5  S u m m ary
In this chapter, we discussed all the im plem entation issues which are related  to 
the  im plem entation of the  NGGIS user interface model. The X window system  
is powerful but doesn’t have any m ultim edia facilities. The In terv iew s is a user 
interface toolkit coded in C + +  which supports both M otif’s and O PEN LO O K 's 
“look and feel” but doesn’t have any 3D facilities. Based on the available software 
packages, the  User C ooperator and several view agents have been coded in C + + . 
Because the to ta l source code is about 6000 lines and also some files are b itm aps 
and images . only a  little  portion of the  code is listed in A ppendix A.
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Figure 5.6: ShowCase And Its Cooperative View Agents.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
T he user interface is a vital elem ent of any Geographic Inform ation System (G IS). 
B ut m ost of the existing GIS user interfaces do not support the  following advanced 
features: m ultiple users, m ultip le views, direct m anipulation , d istribu tion , and 
intelligence. In order to solve this problem , the high level user interface layer 
is isolated in the NGGIS system  architecture. Expansion of this high level user 
interface arch itecture  is the m ain contribution of this thesis.
In this thesis, a m ultiagent user interface arch itectu re  was designed by incor­
porating  m ost of the latest advanced user interface techniques. T he designed user 
interface arch itectu re  has the following advanced features:
O bject-O rientation. An object class defines a category of agents, where 
class operators and a ttr ib u tes  m odel the  instruction set and the  s ta te  of the agent, 
respectively, and where the m em ber functions model the  actions of the  agent. The 
subclassing m echanism  of objects can be fully exploited to m odify the whole user 
interface w ithout changing the  existing code.
M ultiuser Environm ent. The user is modeled as a special agent. Therefore, 
the  num ber of users in the  system  does not affect the s tru c tu re  of the  o ther agents. 
T he user com m unicates w ith any o ther agents including any o ther users.
M ultiview s of the Sam e Sem antics. T he different views of the  sam e se­
m antic object can be represented by the different instances of the  sam e agent class. 
The visual consistency is controlled by another specialized agent— M onitor.
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D is t r ib u t io n .  The agent defines the unit for processing. It is thus possible 
to create an agent on a processor different from the processor where a user works. 
It is also possible to use instances of an agent class to present the sam e sem antic 
object on several displays a t the same tim e.
I te r a t iv e  D e s ig n . An agent defines the unit for m odularity. It is thus possible 
to modify one agen t's  behavior without m odifying the rest of agents.
M u l t i th r e a d .  Each agent associate with a th read  of the user's activity. Be­
cause a s ta te  is m aintained by the  agent, the in teraction  between the user and the 
agent can be suspended and resum ed at the  user’s will. If a thread of activ ity  is 
too complex, it can be represented by a collection of cooperative agents.
L o c a l S e m a n t ic  C o n s t r a in ts .  W henever the user’s activ ity  violates the  se­
m antic  constrain ts of the object, the M onitor informs the  user im m ediately and 
prevents the user from  doing any further action until the errors have been corrected.
I n te l l ig e n c e .  T he user interface does not ju st respond passively. Any conflic- 
tions of the user’s operations will be reported  to  the  user. And also the  In teraction 
E xpert is intelligent enough to  answer any questions from the  user and can generate 
ou tpu t in a m ultim edia  way.
This thesis focuses on the conceptual design of a m ultiagent user interface. 
T he designed user interface m odel consists of several quite  high level user interlace 
abstractions. T he com plete im plem entation of these sophisticated abstractions 
needs a  great deal of effort. Therefore, only a few agents were coded in C + + . The 
detailed  coding and testing  each agent will be the  m ain fu ture work in this area.
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A ppendix A  
Sample Source Code
// usercooperator .h
#ifndef usercooperator_h 
#define usercooperator_h
class Glyph;
class ApplicationWindow; 
class Display;
class TaskDaemon; 
class UserView;
typedef struct MESSAGE{
unsigned short MessageType; 
unsigned long MessageLength; 
unsigned short MessageCount; 
unsigned char* Message;
}Message;
typedef struct USER{
char NetworkAddress[100]; 
char Name[100]; 
int PassWord;
Display* dpy;
TaskDaemon* ATaskDaemon;
I I  . . .
}USER;
class UserCooperator{ 
public:
UserCooperator(); 
virtual “UserCooperatorO ;
virtual void Run(); //Start Process User Input
virtual void Receive(char* UserName,Message* Msg);
//Process User Messages
protected:
USER UserList [100]; //User Information
UserView* AUserView; //User Infromation ViewPort
Glyph* Interactor; //Interactor of UserCooperator
virtual void InteractorBuilderO;
virtual void NotifyCchar* UserName,Message* Msg);
//Notify User 
virtual void Suspend(char* UserName); 
virtual void Resume(char* UserName);
virtual void CanCloseO; //Any Action Before Shutdown
private:
unsigned short user_count_;
Display* local_dpy_; //Local Display
Display* remote_dpy_; //Remote Display
ApplicationWindow* inter_win_; //Main Window 
ApplicationWindow* reg_win_; //Registration Dialog 
ApplicationWindow* input_win_; //Input Dialog 
TaskDaemon* t_daemon_;
void local_user(); //Create Local User Environment
void remote_user(); //Create Remote User Environment
void quitO; //Shutdown System
>;
#endif
//usercooperator.c
#include <IV-look/dialogs.h>
#include <IV-look/kit.h>
#include <IV-look/menu.h>
#include <InterViews/action.h>
#include <InterViews/adjust.h>
#include <InterViews/background.h>
#include <InterViews/color.h>
# include <Interviews/composition.h>
#include <InterViews/display.h>
#include <InterViews/font.h>
#include <InterViews/layout.h>
#include <InterViews/monoglyph.h>
#include <InterViews/session.h>
#include <InterViews/style.h>
#include <InterViews/texcomp.h>
#include <InterViews/tformsetter.h>
#include <InterViews/image.h>
#include <InterViews/transformer.h>
#include <InterViews/window.h>
#include <OS/string.h>
#include <0S/file.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <std.h>
#include "tiff.h"
#include "raster.h"
#include "idraw.h"
#include "value.h"
#include "passworddialog.h"
#include "inputdialog.h"
#include "taskdaemon.h"
#include "userview.h"
#include "usercooperator.h"
UserCooperator::UserCooperator()
{
local_dpy_=Session::instance()->default_display(); 
t_daemon_=nil; 
user_count_=0;
>
UserCooperator::“UserCooperator()
{
}
void UserCooperator::Run()
{
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InteractorBuilderQ ;
inter_win_= new ApplicationWindow(Interactor); 
inter_win_->map();
>
declareActionCallback(UserCooperator) 
implementActionCallback(UserCooperator)
void UserCooperator::InteractorBuilder()
{
WidgetKit& kit = *WidgetKit::instance();
const LayoutKit& layout = *LayoutKit::instance();
Color cl(0.75,0.75,0.75);
Action* local = new ActionCallback(UserCooperator)
(this, &UserCooperator::local_user); 
Action* remote = new ActionCallback(UserCooperator)
(this, &UserCooperator::remote_user); 
Action* quit = new ActionCallback(UserCooperator)
(this, &UserCooperator::quit);
Menu* m = kit.menubar();
Menultem* mi=kit.menubar.item("Quit"); 
mi->action(quit); 
m->append_item(mi);
m->append_item(kit.menubar_item("Users")); 
m->append_item(kit.menubar_item("Database")); 
m->append_item(kit.menubar_item("Message"));
BoundedValue* bv2 = new BoundedValue(0.0, 100.0);
Glyph* scr = ki t .inset_frame(kit.vscroll_bar(bv2));
AUserView= new UserView(" ",new Font("fixed"),
new Color(0,0,0));
Glyph* buttons=layout.hbox(
layout,hglue(),
kit.push_button("Local " .local), 
layout.hglue(),
kit,push_button("Remote".remote), 
layout .hglueQ) ;
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Interactor= new Background( 
layout.vbox( 
m,
layout.hbox(new Background((AUserView), 
new Color(0.75,0.75,0.75)),scr) , 
k i t .outset_frame(layout.margin(buttons,10.0)) 
) ,
k i t .background()
) ;
>
void UserCooperator::quit()
CanCloseO ;
WidgetKit* wkit_ = WidgetKit::instance(); 
wkit_->quit()->execute();
}
void UserCooperator::local_user()
WidgetKit* wkit_ = WidgetKit::i n s tanceO;
WidgetKitft kit = *wkit_;
const LayoutKit& layout = *LayoutKit::i n s t a n c e O ;
Style* style_= wkit_->style();
Session::instanceO->default_display(local_dpy_ ) ;
PassWordDialog* pwd_ = new PassWordDialog("", wkit_,style.);
Resource::ref(pwd_);
if(pwd_->post_at(512.,400.)) {
const String* name = pwd_->selected();
printf ("*/,. *s\n", name->lengthO , name->string()); 
fflush(stdout);
>
user_count_++;
//remember local user information 
//update user information viewport
I I  . . .  
I I
t_daemon_=new TaskDaemon(local_dpy_); 
t_daemon_->run();
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>
void UserCooperator::remote_user()
{
WidgetKit* wkit_ = WidgetKit::i n stanceO;
WidgetKitfe kit = *wkit_;
const LayoutKitfe layout = *LayoutKit: : i n stanceO;
Style* style_= wkit_->style();
Session::instanceO->default_display(local_dpy_);
InputDialog* id_ =
new InputDialog("Input Remote Address:", wkit_,style.); 
Resource::ref(id_); 
if(id_->post_at(512.,400.)) { 
const String* name = id_->selected();
printf (”*/,. *s\n", name->length(), name->string()); 
fflush(stdout);
remote_dpy_=Session::instance()->connect(name->string()); 
Session::instanceO->default.display(remote.dpy.); 
PassWordDialog* pwd_ = new PassWordDialogO", wkit_, style.) ; 
Resource::ref(pwd.); 
if(pwd_->post_at(512.,400.)) {
>
}
user_count_++;
//remember local user information 
//update user information viewport
I I  . . .
//t_daemon_=new TaskDaemon(remote.dpy.);
//t_deamon_->run();
Session::instanceO->default.display(local.dpy.);
>
void UserCooperator::Receive(char* UserName,Message* Msg){} 
void UserCooperator::Notify(char* UserName,Message* Msg){> 
void UserCooperator::Suspend(char* UserName){} 
void UserCooperator::Resume(char* UserName){} 
void UserCooperator: :CanClose()0
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//showcase.h
#ifndef showcase_h 
#define showcase_h
struct Commandlnfo; 
class Display;
class ShowCase { 
public:
Display* dpy; 
char datfname[100]; 
char aatfname[100]; 
Showcase(Display* d ) ; 
~ShowCase();
void run();
void open.datO ;
void open.aatO ;
void editor();
void collectorO ;
void viewer();
void polyviewO ;
void lineviewO ;
void threedviewO ;
void imageviewO ;
void GeoGraphO ;
void BarChart();
void PieChart();
void quit() ;
private:
WidgetKit* kit_; 
LayoutKit* layout.;
Style* style.;
Style* title.style.; 
Menu* file.;
Composition* body.;
Glyph* sep_;
Coord size.;
ApplicationWindow* main.; 
FileChooser* dialog.;
Menu* menubar();
Menu* make_menu(Menu*, Commandlnfo*, int
Menultem* make_submenu(MenuItem*, Menu*)
Menultem* make_item(MenuItem*, Action*);
void add(const char* label, Glyph*);
>;
#endif
//showcase.c
#include <IV-look/dialogs.h>
#include <IV-look/kit.h>
#include <IV-look/menu.h>
#include <InterViews/action.h>
#include <InterViews/adjust.h>
#include <InterViews/background.h>
#include <InterViews/color.h>
#include <InterViews/brush.h>
#include <InterViews/composition.h>
#include <InterViews/display.h>
#include <InterViews/font.h>
#include <InterViews/layout.h>
# include <InterViews/monoglyph.h>
#include <InterViews/style.h>
#include <InterViews/texcomp.h>
#include <InterViews/tformsetter.h>
#include <InterViews/transformer.h>
#include <InterViews/window.h>
#include <0S/string.h>
#include <InterViews/image.h>
#include "tiff.h"
#include "raster.h"
#include "3dview.h"
#include "lineview.h"
#include "value.h"
#include "polyagent.h"
#include "polyview.h" 
itinclude "piechartview .h"
#include "piechartagent.h"
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#include "barchartview.h"
#include "barchartagent.h"
#include "showcase.h"
#include "viewerview.h"
Showcase::ShowCase(Display* d) { 
main_ = nil; 
dialog. = nil; 
dpy=d;
}
ShowCase::“Showcase() {
Resource::unref(dialog.);
>
declareActionCallback(ShowCase) 
implementActionCallback(ShowCase)
struct Commandlnfo { 
const char* str;
ActionMemberFunction(ShowCase) func; 
Commandlnfo* submenu; 
int options;
>;
Commandlnfo filemenu[] = {
{ "Open Data File", &ShowCase::open_dat }, 
{ "Open AAT File", &ShowCase::open.aat >,
{ "", nil >,
{ "Quit", &ShowCase::quit },
{ nil >
>;
Commandlnfo agentmenuG = {
{ "Collector", &ShowCase: -.collector },
{ "Editor", &ShowCase::editor },
{ "New ShowCase", &ShowCase::viewer },
{ nil >
>;
Commandlnfo viewmenuG = {
{ "Line View", &ShowCase::lineview},
{ "Poly View",&ShowCase::polyview},
{ "Image View",&ShowCase::imageview}, 
{ "3D View", &ShowCase::threedview},
{ nil }
void ShowCase::run() {
kit_ = WidgetKit:: instanceO ; 
layout. = LayoutKit:: instanceO ;
WidgetKit# kit = *kit_; 
const LayoutKit# layout = *layout_; 
style. = kit_->style(); 
title.style. = new Style(style_);
Resource::ref(title.style.); 
title_style.->alias("title"); 
const Font* f = kit_->font(); 
size. = 12.0 * f->width(’m');
BoundedValue* bvl = new BoundedValue(0.0, 100.0); 
BoundedValue* bv2 = new BoundedValue(0.0, 100.0);
Color color(l.0,1.0 ,1.0) ;
Action* map=new ActionCallback(ShowCase)
(this, &ShowCase::GeoGraph);
Action* bar=new ActionCallback(ShowCase)
(this, &ShowCase::BarChart);
Action* pie=new ActionCallback(ShowCase)
(this, &ShowCase::PieChart);
Glyph* buttons=layout.hbox(
layout .hglueO ,
kit.push_button("GeoGraph",map), 
layout .hglueO ,
kit.push_button("PieChart",pie), 
layout .hglueO ,
kit.push_button("BarChart",bar), 
layout .hglueO ) ;
Glyph* View=new ShowCaseView("polygon.dat",300,
new Color(0,0,0), new Brush(2.0));
Glyph* Interactor= new Background( 
layout.vbox( 
menubar(),
new Background(View,new Color(0.75,0.75,0.75)) , 
kit.outset_frame(layout.margin(buttons,10.0))
) ,
k i t .background()
) ;
main. = new ApplicationWindow(Interactor); 
main_->map();
}
declareFileChooserCallback(ShowCase) 
implementFileChooserCallback(ShowCase)
void ShowCase::open.dat() { 
if (dialog. == nil) { 
dialog. = DialogKit::instanceO->file_chooser ( " , style.); 
Resource::ref(dialog.);
}
if (dialog_->post.for(main.)) { 
const String* name = dialog_->selected(); 
if (name != nil) {
/*printf ("'/,. *s\n", name->length(), name->string()) ; 
fflush(stdout);*/
strcpy(datfname,name->string());
>
>
>
void ShowCase::open_aat() { 
if (dialog. == nil) {
dialog. = DialogKit::instanceO->file.chooser(".", style.) 
Resource::ref(dialog.);
>
if (dialog_->post_for(main_)) {
const String* name = dialog_->selected(); 
if (name != nil) {
/*printf ("’/,.*s\n" , name->length() , name->string()); 
fflush(stdout) ; */ 
strcpy(aatfname,name->string());
7o
}
>
>
void ShowCase::quit() { 
delete main_; 
kit_->quit()->execute();
>
Menu* ShowCase: .-menubar() {
WidgetKit* kit = *kit_;
Menu* m = kit.menubar();
Menu* file = make_menu(kit.pulldown(), filemenu); 
m->append_item(make_submenu(kit.menubar_item("Objects"),
file));
m->append_item(
make_submenu(
k i t .menubar_item("Agents"), make_menu(kit.pulldown(),
agentmenu, 1)
)
) ;
m->append_item( 
make_submenu(
kit .menubar_item("Views"), make_menu(kit .pulldownC) ,
viewmenu, 2)
)
) ;
return m;
>
Menu* ShowCase::make_menu(Menu* m,Commandlnfo* info, 
int options) {
WidgetKit* kit = *kit_;
TelltaleGroup* group = nil;
for (Commandlnfo* i = info; i->str != nil; i++) { 
if (i->str[0] == ' \0') {
m->append_item(kit.menu_item_separator());
} else {
Glyph* g = layout_->r_margin(kit.label(i->str), 0.0, fil, 0.0); 
Menultem* item;
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switch (options) { 
case 1:
item = k i t .check_menu_item(g); 
break;
case 2: 
if (group == nil) {
group = new TelltaleGroup;
>
item = ki t .radio_menu_item(group, g ) ; 
break;
default: 
item = kit.menu_item(g); 
break;
>
if (i->func == nil) •{ 
if (i->submenu != nil) { 
make_submenu( 
item,
make_menu(kit.pullright(), i->submenu, i->options)
) ;
>
} else {
make_item(item, new ActionCallback(ShowCase) 
(this, i->func));
>
m->append_item(item);
>
}
return m;
>
Menultem* ShowCase::make_submenu(Menultem* i, Menu* s) { 
i->menu(s); 
return i ;
>
Menultem* ShowCase::make_item(MenuItem* i, Action* a) { 
i->action(a); 
return i ;
>
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void ShowCase::add(const char* title, Glyph* glyph) { 
const LayoutKit& layout = *layout_;
Glyph* g = layout.margin( 
glyph,
0.0, fii, 0.0, 0.0, fil, 0.0,
0.0, 0.25*fil, 0.0, 0.0, 0.75*fil, 0.0 
) ;
if (title != nil) {
WidgetKit& kit = *kit_; 
kit.push_style(); 
kit.style(title_style_); 
g = layout.overlay( 
layout.center(g), 
layout.center( 
layout.margin(
kit.fancy_label(title),
0.0, fil, 0.0, 0.0, fil, 0.0,
0.0, 0.90*fil, 0.0, 0.0, 0.10*fil, 0.0
)
)
) ;
kit.pop_style();
}
body_->append(
layout.center(layout.fixed_span(g, size_, size_), 0.0, 1.0)
) ;
}
void ShowCase::GeoGraph()
-C
PolyAgent* poly_agent_=new PolyAgent(datfname); 
poly_agent_->run();
>
void ShowCase::BarChart()
{
BarChartAgent* bar_agent_=new BarChartAgent(aatfnajne); 
bar_agent_->run();
>
void ShowCase::PieChart()
{
PieChartAgent* pie_agent_=new PieChartAgent(aatfname); 
pie_agent_->run();
TS
>
void ShowCase: :editor()0 
void ShowCase::collector(){} 
void ShowCase::viewer()-Q
void ShowCase::polyview(){
PolyAgent* poly_agent_=new PolyAgent(datfname); 
poly_agent_->run();
>
void ShowCase::lineview(){
WidgetKit& kit = *kit_;
const LayoutKit& layout = *layout_;
ApplicationWindow* view= 
new ApplicationWindow(
new Background(
layout.variable_span( 
layout.margin(
new TransformFitter( 
new LineView(datfname,300,300,
new Color(l,0,0), new Brush(4.0))),
10.0
)
) ,
ki t .backgroundO
)
) ;
view->map();
>
void ShowCase::threedview()
{
WidgetKit& kit = *kit_;
const LayoutKitfe layout = *layout_;
ApplicationWindow* view=
new ApplicationWindow( 
new Background(
layout.variable_span(
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layout.margin(
new TransformFitter(
new ThreeDView( datfname ,300 ,
new Color(l , 0 , 0 ) , new Brush(2.0 ) )),
10.0
)
) ,
ki t .backgroundO
)
) ;
view->map();
>
void ShowCase::imageview(){
WidgetKit* kit = *kit_;
const LayoutKit& layout = *layout_;
Display* dpyl=Session::instance()->default.display(); 
Raster* r = TIFFRaster::load( dpyl,datfname);
Glyph* im=new Image(r);
ApplicationWindow* view=new ApplicationWindow( 
new Background(
layout.variable_span(new TransformFitter(im)), 
k i t .background()
)
) ;
view->map();
>
